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Abstract: Based on the demographic shift and the related challenges resulting from the growing
number of elderly and persons with chronic diseases, the idea of smart home that supports its
inhabitants in the daily life, gains importance. The purpose of this paper was to examine in a
prototypic Ambient Assisted Living environment if users after interaction with different healthsupporting applications intend to use such in the future. Two experimental studies exemplary show
possible applications of home-integrated technology that can support, assist and accompany the
target group in different contexts, and examine to what extent participants are willing to future use
such sophisticated technology at home. The results show that people in general, but especially the
old and chronically ill ones are quite fascinated of health-supporting ambient technology and the
majority intends to use such ambient assistance in the future (study I). Moreover, serious games for
healthcare are shown as a hedonic use of technology in smart homes that have a great potential to
retain or improve the physical health, mobility and the overall well-being of the inhabitants (study
II). The article provides two examples of ambient technology to leverage the demographic change
and presents important user factors for facilitating high user acceptance.
Keywords: Ambient Assisted Living; eHealth; Technology Acceptance, Smart Health, User
Diversity, Serious Games for Healthcare
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
One of the largest and powerful trends of our time is the global demographic transition resulting
from the changes in population structures of many nations [1]. The additions are distributed
unevenly across the world reflecting the existence of substantial heterogeneity in birth, death, and
migration processes. According to the statistics of United Nations, by the end of 2011 the world’s
population has increased to over 7 billion people and is projected to reach 9 billion by mid-century.
Thereby globally, population aged 60 years and over is growing at the fastest pace [2]. While the
world population is projected to be 3.6 times as large in 2050 as it was in 1950, the number of persons
who are 60 and over is expected to increase by a factor of 10, and those 80 and over will increase by
a factor of 27 [1].
Some of the entailed consequences of these future demographic trends have been widely
discussed, but much is still unknown about how population shifts will affect the different areas of
life. The rapid population ageing and the changes referring to the development of the main drivers
of the demographic change (fertility decline, increasing life expectancy, and migration) trigger
complex social, political and socio-economic consequences many nations find themselves confronted
with. Such challenges in various public spheres require effective, innovative and efficient solutions.
Consequently, profound changes in the family structure, health, and institutions for saving and
supporting retirement already are or will be set in motion in the near future. Financing of social
insurance systems is strained and the policymakers face difficult decisions about changes in benefit
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structures and taxes for supporting the graying society. In addition, it is less certain how economies
will respond to the demographic transition, and how policies will affect the global flows of labor and
capital in the economic development [3].
The globally increasing number of people aged 60 years and over as well as the growing life
expectancy results in an increased likelihood of (chronic) diseases, which are associated with the old
age. This fact is connected to a substantial increase of costs in the area of healthcare and nursing
services [4]. It goes without saying that older individuals require on an average more services from
the healthcare system in comparison to the younger ones, contributing at the same time comparably
less to the insurance funds. In the long term, this leads to a declining revenue base of insurance, while
the expenditures on healthcare are going to considerable rise in the future.
In addition to the financial bottlenecks due to increased treatment and nursing requirements on
the part of the elderly generation, some issues from the medical supply chain arise. In the last
decades, several weaknesses in the German healthcare system became apparent [3, 5]. A combination
of lower fertility rates and higher longevity of the society results in the consequence that the number
of persons who need (nursing) care is significantly higher than the number of these, who can offer
the health support. For instance, a physician shortage cannot be longer overlooked: Besides primary
care physicians, especially specialists (e.g., cardiologists, orthopaedists, gerontologists) are
mandatory particularly for older patients who require two to three times the amount of specialty care
to treat chronic conditions and age-related illnesses. The same applies to the nursing staff.
Moreover, the basic family structure has been reshaped over the last decades and the support as
caregivers from this side is also not that much promising: Today many people live alone, families are
smaller, marriage is no longer “obligatory”, the values for children have altered, and within the
partnerships the gender roles become less traditional [6]. Accordingly, the traditional obligations
towards the elderly relatives (e.g., nursing at home in case of chronic illness) became less compulsory.
The effects of the from demographic shifts resulting deficiencies on individuals have mostly
unpleasant consequences. Therefore, not only for the general health improvement of the population,
but also to save expenditures in the health context, long-term prevention measures, constant health
monitoring and early diagnostics gain much more importance. To prevent the greying society as far
as possible from the onset of chronic illnesses is the first step to generally achieve better health and
at the same time to reduce health-related costs. To achieve this, for instance targeted prevention
programs regarding fitness and/or diet regulation can be realized already in the young age of
individuals. On the other side, for those who already suffer from chronic condition, a powerful
disease management must be established (i.e., sensible, as far as possible unobtrusive monitoring of
the relevant vital parameters and a continuous dialog with a supervising physician) and an efficient
system must be created for an integration between the supply structures as well as inpatient and
outpatient, curative, rehabilitative and nursing services.
One possible solution to achieve such ambitious goals lies in the use of the technology, or more
specifically, of advancements in ubiquitous computing in combination with sophisticated intelligent
sensor networks [7]. Modern technologies which are integrated in home environments have huge
potential to assist elderly and individuals with chronic conditions in their daily life, to support their
independency, sovereignty and autonomy, as well as to maintain the comfort of living in familiar
surroundings instead of moving to a nursing home or long-term rehabilitation clinic. Technologies
which support the health, wellbeing, a balanced and satisfactory lifestyle, be it a sport program,
serious exercise games or vital parameter monitoring system that are adapted to the inhabitant’s
needs, are feasible today and can be well realized.
The topic electronic health (eHealth), describing a fusion of medicine and healthcare services
through the use of information and communication technologies, with particular focus on everyday
life and low cost devices [7, 8], is currently a top theme, in particular because of its wide range of
various application possibilities and thus benefits for the heavily overstrained healthcare sector. Also,
electronic homecare (eHomecare), focusing on preventive care applications in home environments
and offering a wide range of services (e.g., patient assessment, supervision of patient care, routine
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nursing care and health monitoring, medication administration and scheduled injections, dietary
management, and preventive exercise [9]) has in this context presumably a great future.
In the areas of health prevention, cure, and rehabilitation, eHealth technology and eHomecare
provide for both, the users and the healthcare meaningful framework that is worth to be user-centred
researched. Taking as an example the diseases with the highest prevalence in society, the
cardiovascular diseases (e.g., acute cardiac infarction, cardiac insufficiency, disturbed blood flow
through cardiac muscle) are the leading cause of death in Germany, causing a total of about 40 percent
of all deaths [10]. According to the experts, people who had suffered from a cardiovascular disease
are, firstly, urged to regularly monitor their vital signs, such as blood pressure, heart rate, body
weight, temperature, and coagulation. Unfortunately, current practice in aftercare frequently
requires the patient to take their vitals with commercially available medical devices individual to
each parameter, write down the values each day on paper, and mail or fax it to the physician once a
month or more often in case of frequent irregularities [11]. Secondly, persons with serious
cardiovascular diseases under certain circumstances must strictly comply with their medication,
follow special dietary requirements and absolve trainings to maintain physical health. Therefore,
eHealth technology embedded in the home environment could assist in many of these obligations,
which are commonplace for (older) heart patients or vulnerable persons in this regard, or completely
take over a part (e.g., the storage and transmission of the health data), and govern it for the people
(e.g., regular consultations with the attending physician).
To reach a successful adoption of such health-supporting technology, however, high acceptance,
a high perceived meaningfulness of its use and therefore high intention to use are needed. According
to the Extended Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology Model [12] the use behaviour
is directly linked to the behavioural intention to use a technology system, and this one is modelled
by different influencing factors, like among other things by the expected performance, hedonic
motivation, and social influence; and it is moderated by user diversity factors, like age and gender.
In the presented research studies, a special attention is dedicated to these factors.
1.2. Future Care Lab© and Its Applications
A prototyping technical environment was created in the Future Care Lab© at the RWTH Aachen
University. The idea was, to make use of the currently on the market available technologies and
integrate them into an overall consistent usage concept. Thus, the Future Care Lab© was meant to be
a medical and a living environment at the same time, this is, the room should on the one side provide
the necessary medical equipment and assistance features without compromising the comfort, and on
the other side preserve the intimacy and the personal privacy of a living room [11]. For the
communication interface which is the key requirement for remote diagnostics and the
communication between the patient and physician, the room was equipped with high-definition
cameras and a wall-sized interactive display like presented in the Figure 1. The multi-touch sensitive
display wall serves as a screen and an input device for various applications [13, 14] ranging from
monitoring of relevant health parameters, medication, nutrition, and exercise management to daily
multimedia entertainment (e.g., serious games [15], movies) or virtual environments (e.g.,
myGreenSpace, meetingMeEating [16]) or meetings with physicians or family and friends [17, 18].
Focusing on the health aspect, this feature allows the inhabitant to measure the bodily functions, easy
access of their vital data and medication histories without using different devices and troublesome
writing down and store the results for a (video) consultation with the physician.
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Figure 1. Future Care Lab© with its interactive wall display, serving as the visual communication tool
and a diagnostic interface in the patient-doctor-communication: (a) unobtrusive interior of the living
lab environment, (b) schematic visualization of the health monitoring system (side table: blood
pressure and coagulation; wall: body temperature; floor: weight).

A meanwhile popular term of Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) describes the basic idea behind
the development of the living lab: A space to foster the emergence of systematic innovation for an
autonomous living of elderly and individuals with chronic illnesses which, on the one side, increases
the quality of their lives, and on the other side, reduces the expenditures of the possibly necessary
nursing care. Such smart homes that include innovative smart health concepts reaching from
electronic health monitoring to serious gaming, are meant to be individually suited to the resident(s),
adaptive, according to the (changing) needs (e.g., disease progress) and sensitively with regard to the
living conditions.
1.3. Overall Research Goals
The main aim of the current paper is to show our idea of a smart home, an environment that
contains uncomplicated technology applications merged to one ubiquitous system that can simplify
its users’ life in different areas. For that purpose, we introduce Maria, who is an (imaginary)
prototypic inhabitant of the smart home. Maria is one of several archetypic personas [19] that guided
the design and development of the Ambient Assisted Living Lab between the participatory user
studies. In this article, Maria will guide the reader through the novel components of her technology
augmented living room. She is 74 years old, living alone, and as a result of a cardiac infarction which
she suffered from a few years ago, she must regularly check some of her bodily functions (i.e., blood
pressure, weight) and consult her doctor at certain time intervals. There are additionally some agerelated mild physical impairments, but she is generally in quite good health condition and interested
in maintaining her independence in ‘the own four walls’.
Two exemplary studies will be subsequently reported to show meaningful health applications
for persons in similar situation and with comparable ailments as Maria. In the first study, a health
assistive application that is embedded into the living environment and allows to monitor relevant
vital parameters is evaluated and the intention to use the health-supporting ambient technology after
an interaction with the system is the subject of interest. The second study reports an experimental
setup with a more hedonic context: Serious games in the technology augmented habitat. Here, apart
from the rendered performance and factors influencing the willingness to play the game, factors
influencing the intention to use the ambient technology in the fun context will be presented.
2. Study I: Health Assistance at Home
In the first study, it was examined if potential users after a real interaction with the healthsupporting application would be willing to use such assistive system at home in the future. For this
purpose, an experimental study with middle-aged and older individuals was performed in the Future
Care Lab©. The intention was to study persons with chronic heart conditions who have to daily
monitor some of their health parameters, and to compare their opinions to individuals without any
health ailments.
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Getting back to the example of Maria, the main question was if she would intend to use
applications which would simplify the measurement of her vital parameters as well as ease the
storage of her sensitive health data and the communication with the responsible physician in case of
deterioration of the relevant values. In the following, the experimental design and procedure are
described.
2.1. Materials and Methods
2.1.1. Research method
As the aim was to get an impression of the real use of the assistive system, this study was
designed to examine how persons with chronic heart conditions can effectively monitor their relevant
vital functions by means of unobtrusively integrated specific medical devices in a domestic
environment.
For this purpose, the participants were asked to perform in the Future Care Lab two for the heart
patients’ exemplary measurements. The first was the measure of blood pressure (via a standard
sphygmomanometer, comprising an inflatable cuff to restrict blood flow and a manometer to
measure the pressure), and the second was a weight measurement (via a digital scale integrated in
the floor) as both according to experts are reliable parameters for (negative) changes in cardiovascular
processes in the human body. Participants were requested to use a health-app of the system (see
Figure 2) which allowed to initiate the particular measurement and afterwards to appropriately save
the data in the system, and to compare the current result with the previous results (imaginary but
strongly related to the real one) in a measurement overview.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Control panel on the large wall screen in the Future Care Lab©: (a) Front panel for different
applications; (b) The health-app tailored to Marias needs of monitoring vital parameters relevant for
the cardiovascular system.

Between the particular trials and after the interaction with the health related application of the
system, individuals were asked to assess if they would use such sophisticated technology equipment
at home, provided that the framework conditions are acceptable (i.e., transparent financing, technical
maintenance, telemedical servicing). In a semi-structured interview as well by the method of a
quantitative questionnaire participants answered to questions like e.g., “Can you imagine to use at
your home an eHealth system like this in the future?”; “I think, I would like to frequently use such
technology system in the future”. The statements in the questionnaire had to be rated on a five-point
scale that ranged from “strongly disagree” (= 1) to “strongly agree” (= 5). In addition, opinions about
the system’s usability assessed by the System Usability Scale [20] and general perceptions with regard
to reliability of the system, data security and personal privacy were collected (for details see [3]).
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2.1.2. Experimental Procedure
The experimental testing was carried out in a period of about two weeks. The sessions were held
individually and in German, which was the native language of all participants. Before the experiment
started, each participant was interviewed, whether she or he had special needs, any objections or
restrictions with respect to the planned study. The experimental trials took on average 20 – 30
minutes.
In the first step, the examined person was introduced to the concepts of Ambient Assisted Living
and telemedicine to give her an idea of the broad possibilities connected to eHealth technology in
domestic environment: monitoring of vital parameters in comfortable way at home and the
remembering function to do so, efficient digital transmission of the sensible health data, facilitated
the patient-physician communication and exchange with other patients and/or support groups on
the Internet. To evaluate the interaction with the technology, participants had to perform two tasks,
which were the measurements of the blood pressure and body weight as described above, using the
health-app of the system. Each action was previously demonstrated by an experimenter. After each
measurement, the participants were requested to interact with the app by taking a look on the weekly
or monthly overview of the particular results (the fictitious values for the previous weeks and months
were generated automatically, using an algorithm based on the real measurement). In the time of
interaction, persons were informed that the storage and the transmission of the personal health data
should take place via secure specialized medical services, which would facilitate the communication
with the medical stuff. There were no time limits for the user’s interaction with the health-app. After
each measurement and the subsequent interaction participants had to evaluate the usability and the
intention to use the system.
In the next step, participants filled in the questionnaire comprising of questions about the
functionality and usability of the system, as well as the assessments of the willingness of the future
use (see section 2.1.1.)
In the final part of the experimental session, interview with the test person should give the
possibility to comment on the perceived advantages and disadvantages in comparison to the current
solutions in the healthcare sector, and the general attitude toward future use of such complex and
sophisticated technologies in the domestic setting was enquired.
2.1.3. Participants
The acquisition of participants for this experimental study occurred through posters in local
hospital in the sector of heart diseases as well as in public places, and it took about three weeks.
A total of 25 middle aged and older German adults between 35 and 86 years of age (M = 61.1, SD
= 12.4) participated in the study and 56% of them were females. More than a half of the participants
(52%) reported suffering from some kind of chronic heart disease (e.g., tachycardia, myocardial
infarction, coronary heart disease), and as many to regularly visit a physician to check their actual
health status. In the group with chronic conditions (CC) all persons used medical assistive devices in
order to monitor some relevant vital signs (e.g., blood pressure, heart rate, weight, body
temperature); the majority (70%) of them wrote down the results of measurements by pen and paper.
In the group with healthy participants (H) only one person reported using medical devices, and to
visit physician periodically for checkups.
The participants represented different educational levels: 52% of them reported an university
degree (amongst other things business administration, domestic science and nutrition, psychology,
mechanical engineering, teaching profession, biology, etc.), 20% completed a vocational education,
and 28% indicated elementary and secondary school graduation. When asked about the current, or
profession before the retirement, various occupational fields turned up, e.g., psychologists, practice
nurses, engineers, administrative assistants, teachers, business economists, translators, etc. In this
way, the presented study reflects a broad spectrum of users. The attendance at the experiment was
voluntary and was not compensated with payments or other incentives, except careful efforts to the
physical well-being.
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2.1.4. Research Variables
In order to examine the intention to future use of eHealth technology in different users, following
research variables were involved in the statistical analyses.
•
Independent variables:
The first independent variable was the age of the tested persons. Here, the middle-aged (age
range: 35–59 years; M = 51.4, SD = 6.6; n = 13) and people of the older adulthood (age range: 60–
86 years; M = 71.6, SD = 7.7; n = 12) were compared. In addition, the participants’ self-reported
health status [chronic heart condition (n = 13) vs. healthy/without heart condition (n = 12)]
distinguished between the participants. And also, gender-specific perceptions [males (n = 11) vs.
females (n = 14)] were envisaged in the analyses.
•

Dependent variables:
The main focus lies on the intention to future use of the complex, and at the same time versatile
technology which is (unobtrusively) integrated into the residential area. Methodologically, this
topic is considered from both the qualitative and quantitative point of view. In the quantitative
analysis, the two assessments about the intention to use eHealth in the future which were
evaluated after each measurement event, were merged and form a single variable (ItU: min. = 2,
max. = 10). The other dependent variables are the fun (“I had fun to use the system”) and the
perceived meaningfulness of the use [“I consider the monitoring of my vital parameter (e.g.,
blood pressure and weight) with the help of integrated technology at home reasonably”]. The
latter two had to be rated on a five-point scale as described above.

2.2. Results

The results to be presented in the first study, focus mainly the users’ intention to use complex
assistance technologies in the smart home environment that is exemplified by the health context,
alluding to the burden of increasing numbers of older and persons who need medical monitoring. In
the following, it is firstly analyzed how the intention to use such eHealth technology is correlated to
the simple fun of the use and its perceived meaningfulness, and how all research variables are
connected. Secondly, it will be examined whether there are fundamental differences between the
users which either promote or prevent the decision about the intention to use the system. And thirdly,
a qualitative analysis will give us a complementary picture of the opinions about the intended future
use. The cut-off for the significance level in all statistical analyses lies by 5% (p = 0.05), the effect size
is calculated with eta squared (η2), the values of which can range from 0 to 1 and are interpreted with
regard to the strength according to the following [21]:
•
.01 = small effect: the effect explains about 1% of the total variance;
•

.06 = moderate effect: the effect accounts for 9% of the total variance;

•

large effect: the effect accounts for about 25% of the variance.

2.2.1. Relationships Among the Research Variables
To gain a general impression about the associations between the research variables, Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficients (parametric analysis between the continuous variables) and
Spearman’s rho correlation coefficients (non-parametric alternative) were generated. Table 1
summarize the strengths of the particular relationships.
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Table 1. Bivariate correlation coefficients between the research variables (gender: male = 1, female =
2; health status: healthy = 1, chronic heart condition = 2) (N = 25).

Age
Gender
Health status (Hs)
Intention to Use (ItU)
Fun (F)

Age

Gender

Hs

ItU

F

M

1

1

.48*
1

.53**
-.07
.43*
1

.13

.40*

.15
-.15
.49*
1

.09
.22
.42*
.63***

Meaningfulness (M)

1
*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05

From the results of the correlation analysis it is evident that age is strongly associated with the
intention to use the ambient technology (r = .53, p < 0.01) and with the meaningfulness of the use (r =
.40, p < 0.05), which means that both are higher with the increasing age. Not surprising is the fact that
with increasing age grows the occurrence of the chronic heart diseases (r = .48, p ≤ 0.01), but there is
also a substantial positive association with the intention to use the eHealth technology (r = .43, p <
0.05): Persons with chronic heart condition show higher willingness to use it in comparison to the
healthy participants. In contrast, for gender there is no evidence of links to the focused aspects (n.s.).
From the Table 1, high positive relationships between the focused dependent variables become
evident. The intention to use the technology is positively related to the perceived meaningfulness of
the use (r = .42, p ≤ 0.05) and fun (r = .49, p ≤ 0.05); the latter two in turn are strongly associated with
each other (r = .63, p ≤ 0.001). These substantial relationships among the target variables give rise to
take a closer look at the effects of different users on the future usage behavior in the health context.
2.2.2. User Differences
After the consideration of the rough data structure based on the above correlations, in the next
step the effects of the independent variables on the intention to use, fun and the perceived
meaningfulness with respect to the use of ambient health-supporting technology are examined
carefully. To compare the research groups according to the properties of the data, independentsamples t-tests were used.
Since in the context of eHealth technology the physical health of the inhabitants can be decisive
for the opinion about the use, the first analysis refers to the comparison between persons with chronic
heart condition and healthy individuals. Significant differences appeared with respect to the
intention to use eHealth in the future between the named research groups [t(23) = 2.3, p = 0.033, η2 =
0.17]. Those who have to suffer from an illness in their daily life wanted almost without exception to
use the technology in the future (M = 9.7 out of 10 points, SD = 0.6). In the healthy group the opinions
in this regard were positive too, but much less pronounced (M = 7.7, SD = 3). The mean differences
are depicted in Figure 3. Apparently, all persons have a positive attitude towards the technology
innovation as the average values are high. However, people with chronic diseases see still more
benefits in the use of the technical assistance (at least in the context of the health-app) in comparison
to the persons without any permanent ailment. Moreover, the health status had no significant effects
with respect to the perceived fun with the technology [t(23) = 1.1, n.s.] and the perceived
meaningfulness of its use [t(23) = 1.2, n.s.].
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Figure 3. Main effect of the health status on the intention to use eHealth technology at home [t(23) =
2.3, p < 0.05].

In addition to the health aspect, it is also of interest, whether the factor age influences the
opinions about the aspects of the willingness for future use of medical assistance system in the home
environment. The analysis revealed that the examined age groups significantly differed in regard to
the intention to use [t(23) = -2.5, p = 0.025, η2 = 0.22] and the perceived meaningfulness of the use [t(23)
= -2.9, p = 0.012, η2 = 0.26]. Here, persons in the group of older participants showed averagely higher,
almost the maximum possible intention to use eHealth (M = 9.8 out of 10 points, SD = 0.4) and
considered the monitoring of their vital parameter by means of the medical assistive system
invariably more meaningful (M = 5 of 5 possible points, SD = 0) than the middle-aged individuals
(ItU: M = 7.8, SD = 2.9; meaningfulness: M = 4.4, SD = 0.7). In Figure 4 the effect of age is visualized.
With respect to the evaluations of fun after the interaction with the system, both age groups showed
high mean values (middle-aged group: M = 4.6, SD = 0.8; old age group: M = 4.8, SD = 0.4) and the
differences were not significant [t(23) = -0.9, n.s.].

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Main effect of age: (a) on the intention to use eHealth technology at home [t(23) = -2.5, p <
0.05]; (b) on perceived meaningfulness of the use [t(23) = -2.9, p < 0.05].

In the final step, it was examined if the factor gender influences the opinions in relevant way. The
independent-samples t-test analysis revealed no statistical significance for the gender differences
[ItU: t(23) = -1, n.s.; fun: t(23) = 0.6, n.s.; meaningfulness of use: t(23) = 0.7, n.s.]: Men and women
reached similarly high mean values in all the mentioned aspects. These results testify that unlike
previous technology generations gender no longer splits the users with respect to the latest
technological achievements. On the contrary, women and men are equally willing to use, have
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comparable fun with, and they consider the technical medical assistance at home to the same extent
meaningful.
2.2.3. Intention to Use eHealth: Qualitative Analysis
To complement the research analysis, in this section a brief report of qualitative results will
additionally take place. The benefits of the qualitative methods like interview are not only a far more
personal form of research, but also, working direct with the respondent eases the expression of
opinions and impressions, and it allows to ask follow-up questions or adjust if someone strays from
the topic.
As it was described in paragraph 2.1.2., after the interaction with the ambient assistive system
in the Future Care Lab and the subsequent filling-in the questionnaire, participants were involved in
a short semi-structured interview. Therein, they had to respond among other things to the question,
whether they could imagine (or not) to use at their homes in the future a technical system, like the
one shortly used before.
According to the finale statements, more than two-thirds of the participants (n = 19; 76%) showed
a very positive attitude towards the (future) use of the system after the interaction with the prototypic
eHealth environment. In the following, some exemplary statements are listed:
•
“I find it totally good! Luckily, until now I hadn’t to deal with bigger health issues, but I think that has a
future and I can imagine to use it not only in the health context.“ (male, 53 years, no chronic
conditions)
•

“I think, when the technology is fully developed and it works properly, the results of the measurements
would be absolutely reliable. If I had that, I would also regularly measure my blood pressure, like I anyway
should. In this form it is too large for my apartment, but I find it great and I would definitely use it in the
future.” (female, 56 years, hypertension)

•

“That's really interesting and is also fun! I could use it very well.” (female, 73 years, no chronic
condition)

Another 20% of the interviewed persons (n = 5) showed positive attitude, but they also showed
certain skepticism or declared the future use with some reservation. Below an example:
•
“You certainly can learn how to use that thing, but most people are reluctant to deal with it; my wife, for
example. I find it very good, however, space limits and the financing could be reasons not to use it.” (male,
74 years, cardiac insufficiency)
•

“I think it's great that you can operate with the whole hand (instead of only one finger). But I would like
to see additional functions: electronic calendar, reminder, etc. You could also retrofit the floor.” (male, 71
years, myocardial infarction, stroke)

•

One person rejected the use of the ambient system in the future:
“Human contact gets lost, the sense organs come off badly, life would be very mechanized. That’s not for
me! I’m less afraid about my health monitoring than about the [social] isolation. “(female, 58,
arrhythmia, tachycardia)

2.2.4. Summary of the results
According to the presented results, the greatest enthusiasm for the use of health-related
technology in terms of ambient assistance systems in domestic environment emerges from the elderly
and chronically ill people. Their intention to use such ambient technology is significantly higher than
in healthy and individuals in their middle ages, even if the vast majority of the participants
acknowledges it as a meaningful and enriching supplement. All participants invariantly show great
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fun with the technology, reaching mean values between M = 4.6 to M = 4.8 out of maximum five
points. In addition, the absence of significant effects in terms of gender indicates that women and
men comparable evaluate the technology with respect to the here focused aspects.
Accordingly, we can assume that Maria is very pleased with the surrounding technology in her
home and even enjoys the regular measurements of her vital signs. She definitely wants to use this
innovation in the future further.
3. Study II: Valuable Fun at Home: Serious Exercise Games in AAL
After the measurement of her vital parameters, Maria is interested in playing a game. The
technology augmented habitat provides different types of games. Maria can choose to play
conventional computer games, or she might play with one of the several serious games for healthcare,
the Ambient Assisted Living environment offers. Serious game couples the motivational incentives
of games with explicit and thought-out purposes outside the actual game [22]. For example, the game
Cook It Right [23] uses a cooking scenario to address the improvement of cognitive functioning, i.e.,
remembering and planning abilities. Yet, Maria decides to launch the exercising game.
Physical inactivity is linked to diabetes, hypertension, coronary and cerebrovascular diseases
and it is also connected with a lower life expectancy [24]. In contrast, exercising has benefits for health,
such as lower risk and lower intensity of cardiovascular diseases [25], higher physical and cognitive
abilities [26], as well as positive influences on mood and depression [27]. Also, sportive physical
activities reduce the probability of silent brain infarcts [28]. Therefore, performing regular exercises
– in or outside a game environment – is beneficial for increasing the health status.
The game involves full-body movement exercises captured with nearly invisible motioncapturing cameras and aims at fruit picking in a garden environment presented on the large wall of
the technology augmented habitat [15] (see Figure 5), as this was identified as a suitable game core
by previous research [29]. In several levels with increasing difficulty, distinct movement gestures
address different body and muscle areas and the training should retain or improve the overall
stamina of the players. The game offers different single and multiplayer modes, and the players can
decide to compete against their own high scores or against the others over a network. Today, Maria
chooses to play the single player mode, as she wants to break her personal record for the levels with
more difficult movements.

Figure 5. An elderly player interacting with a prototype of the fruit picking game.

3.1. Materials and Methods
To investigate, how people interact with an exercise game in a technology augmented
environment, and to understand under which conditions they are likely to be used, a formal user
study was conducted. The next section presents the evaluated prototype of an exercise game,
followed by the description of the independent, explanatory, and dependent variables. Finally, the
sample of the experimental study is described.
3.1.1. The Evaluated Game Prototype
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In the exercise game, the player’s task is to pick different fruits (e.g., apples, pears) in a comiclike garden environment presented on the large wall of the ambient assisted living lab. The body
movements are captured through the hidden Kinect Sensors which captures a high resolution color
image, a depth image, as well as a skeleton model with the 3d coordinates of 20 joints with high
temporal and spatial resolution. In contrast to the most other games, the picture of the player is
directly integrated into the game environment by compiling the several images from the Kinect
sensor (see Figure 6): The RGB image of the player is separated from the background by using the
depth image, then the background-separated image is integrated into the game’s scenery.

Figure 6: Schematic illustration of the separation of the player's background using the depth image.

For each type of fruit, a specific full body movement gesture is required. The gestures were
developed with medical professionals and each gesture captures a specific, medically sound, exercise.
For example, for picking an apple on the right side of the screen, the left hand must be used. This
trains the hand-eye-coordination and the shoulder and back muscles. During the first levels of the
game, the different gestures are sequentially introduced and repeatedly trained by the players.
The game offers various modes of play, for instance, single player in which the user can compete
against an individual or shared high score, co-located multiplayer levels, and also play over a
distance. In the last variant, the picture and audio output of the players is transferred over a network
and displayed on the other side of the wall.
3.1.2. Research Variables
Before and after the serious game intervention, a questionnaire assessed the independent
(explicitly used for creating the sample), explanatory (measured, but not used for creating the
sample), and the dependent variables (capturing the evaluation of the game) of the user study.
•

Independent variables:
Besides age and gender as independent variables, the questionnaire collected data regarding the
participants’ self-efficacy in interacting with technology (SET, e.g. “I have fun solving technical
problems.”), their gaming frequency across multiple game types (GF, e.g., “I frequently play
board games.”), and their need for achievement (NAch, e.g., “I am attracted to difficult
problems.”), as additional explanatory variables.
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Self-efficacy in interacting with technology relates to Banduras Self-efficacy Theory [30] and
describes an individual’s perceived ability to successfully interact with a technical device and to
attain certain goals with these devices. Previous research has identified tremendous gender (e.g.,
[31-33]) and age effects (e.g., [34, 35]) in performance in and acceptance of technological systems.
Self-efficacy in interacting with technology was measured and analyzed by the scale of Beier
[36].
Gaming frequency was determined as an index across nine playful activities ranging from the
playing card or ball games (not computer mediated) to the computer or console games.
The participants’ need for achievement was measured on a scale by Schuler [37]. An individual’s
need for achievement relates to the choice of tasks and the performance attained in the tasks.
Therefore, players with higher need for achievement will attain a higher performance in the
game than players with lower need for achievement.
•

Dependent variables:
In addition to the aforementioned personality traits, the participants’ subjective pain levels for
several body regions (e.g., head, shoulder, back, legs) and the perceived current level of exertion
– collected through

the scale by Borg [38] that strongly correlates with the actual heart rate

– were explored. To investigate the effect of the game on the perceived pain and exertion, both
measures were captured directly before and after the game intervention (repeated measure).
The evaluation of the game was measured using the items of the Technology Acceptance Model
[39] and the Extended Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT 2) [12].
Following Davis’ TAM model [40], there is a strong relationship between the intention to use a
system and the later actual system use. Therefore, the intention to use (ItU) is captured as the
target variable to predict the actual use of the system (e.g., “I would like to use this game in the
future.”). A detailed description of the other constructs of UTAUT 2 for this exercise game is
given in [15].
In addition to the participants’ assessments of the game, the attained performance was captured
via log files and then combined with the data from the questionnaires.
All items besides age and gender were rated on 6-point Likert scales from 0 (“I fully disagree”)
to 5 (“I fully agree”). The acquired data is analyzed using bivariate correlations [Spearman’s rho
(ρ) coefficient is reported], univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) and repeated measures.
Effect sizes are reported as η2 corresponding to the first study. Multiple linear regressions were
calculated using the step-wise method and models with high variance inflation factors were
excluded (VIF≫1). The level of significance is set to p = .05.
3.1.3. Participants
In total N = 64 participants (n = 32 males and n = 32 females) ranging in age from 17 to 85 years
participated voluntarily and without financial compensation in the user study. The participants were
gathered through public posters in the city and personal social networks. The reported current or last
occupation were in the social (20%), health (8%), business (9%), technical (41%), or other sectors (22%).
As above, the sample was split into a younger (age < 35 years) and an older group (age > 35
years) to differentiate younger and older participants’ evaluations using factorial methods. By design
of the sample, age group and gender were not correlated [χ2(64,2) = .563, n.s.].
About a quarter of the participants (26%) reported a chronic illness, mainly asthma,
hypertension, diabetes and the prevalence of chronic illness increases with age (ρ = .41, p ≤ .001).
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Elderly subjects report a lower technical self-efficacy (ρ = -.37, p < .01). Also, gender affects
technical self-efficacy and women report significantly lower scores than men (ρ = -.33, p < .01). Gender
[F(60,1) = 4.3, p = .043], as well as age group [F(60,1) = 24.6, p < .001] is significantly related to technical
self-efficacy. Though, there is no significant interaction between the age and gender [F(60,1) = 0.1,
n.s.].
The subjective gaming frequency decreases with age (ρ = -.49, p < .001), but gender did not affect
the reported gaming frequency (ρ = -.16, n.s.). Although the gaming frequency scale captures the
frequency of use of technology-mediated and non-technology mediated playful activities, there is a
strong positive relationship between gaming frequency and self-efficacy in interacting with
technology (ρ =.60, p < .001).
Figure 7 depicts the dependencies between the various investigated user factors.
Pain

.319*

Age

-.486**

.343*

.406**

-.367*

.605**

Self-Efﬁcacy
Technology

.496**

Chronic
Illness
.221+

Gaming
Frequency

Need for
Achievement

-.331*
Sex

Figure 7. Interrelationships between the investigated user factors (** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05).
3.2. Results

The results section is structured as follows. First, the overall effect of the game on the perceived
pain levels and the perceived exertion is presented. Second, the factors that contribute to performance
in the game are identified. Finally, the participant’s intention to use and its contributing factors are
analyzed.
3.2.1. Effects of the Game
1.

Exertion: To understand the effect of the game on the perceived exertion, a repeated measures
ANOVA with age and gender as independent variables, time as within-subject variable and
perceived exertion as dependent variable was calculated. This calculation reveals that the
perceived exertion doubles from M = 0.8 (SD = 1.2) to M = 1.7 (SD = 1.3) of 5 points and that this
increase is statistically significant [F(1,60) = 13.3, p = .001, η2=.182]. Gender did not affect the
change in exertion [F(1,60) = 0.5, n.s.], but there is a significant effect of age [F(1,60) = 7.7, p = .007,
η2=.113]. Specifically, the exertion of the juveniles increases from M = 0.7 (SD = 0.8) to M= 2.2 (SD
= 1) of 5 points, whereas there is only a negligibly increase from M = 1 (SD = 1.5) to M = 1.2 (SD
= 1.1) of 5 points for the elderly.

2.

Pain: An investigation of the development of the perceived pain levels further reveals that there
is a significant overall effect of the game on the perceived pain [F(1,60) = 20.2, p < .001, η2=.252].
On average across all participants, the perceived pain level decreased in the course of the
exercise game. Although the absolute decrease from M = 0.5 (SD = 0.6) to M = 0.2 (SD = 0.3) of 5
points is rather small, the relative change of -62% of is astonishing. Again, age [F(1,60) = 6.4, p =
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.015, η2=.097], but not gender [F(1,60) = 0.4, n.s.] affected the decrease in pain perception and the
decrease is stronger for elderly (-68%) than for the younger participants (-33%). The other
investigated factors, such as a chronic illness, did not or to a much smaller extend influence the
change in perceived pain.
3.2.2. Performance
Merely, an 85 years old female participant had difficulties to use the game due to movability
constraints. All other 63 participants picked 9 to 30 fruits in each level of the game with an average
of M = 19.6 (SD=5.2) fruits per level (Md = 20). All investigated user diversity factors were found to
influence the attained performance in the game (see Figure 8).

Figure 8. User factors contributing to performance (** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05).

As the description of the sample has shown, all considered factors of user diversity are closely
interrelated. Therefore, to untangle this net of dependencies and to identify the true drivers for
performance, a multiple linear regression analysis is calculated. The user factors were the
independent variables and the average performance across the three levels was the dependent
variable.
The analysis revealed a linear model for performance based on age, need for achievement, and
gender that explains over 63% of the variance in performance (r2=.63, 63%). The model’s parameters
are given in the Table 2.
Table 2. Linear regression model for performance (VIFmax = 1.39).
Factor

β

T

B

SE B

(const)

26.5

2.03

Age

-.17

.02

-.66

-8.26

Need for Achievement

1.24

.36

.27

3.43

Gender

-2.64

.79

-.27

-3.34

13.04

3.2.3. Intention to Use
Now, the important question is if and under which premises the game is likely to be used by
future residents. This section provides two perspectives on this: First, the variables that govern the
intention to use the game are identified. Second, the absolute evaluation of the game’s evaluation is
presented in regard to the identified influencing factors.
A correlation analysis shows that the intention to use the game is solely governed by the
participant’s prior gaming frequency (ρ = .47, p < .001) and their self-efficacy in interacting with
technology (ρ = .31, p < .05). None of the other investigated facets of user diversity, e.g., age, gender,
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chronic illness or the need for achievement has a significant influence on the intention to use the
game. A considerable finding is that the performance attained in the game is not meaningfully related
to the projected later use (ρ = .17, n.s.). Hence, some people might express a desire to play or not to
play the game again, regardless whether they were rather slow or rather fast in the game. Figure 9
illustrates the two variables influencing the projected use of the game.

Figure 9. User factors contributing to intention to use (** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05).

In the next step, a multiple linear regression revealed that the effect of self-efficacy in interacting
with technology on intention to use fades, if controlled for gaming frequency. Hence, gaming
frequency is the single significant influencing factor on intention to use serious games for healthcare
in the technology augmented home environments.
Considering the absolute values of the intention to use the game, overall, the intention is rather
high (M = 3.9, SD = 1.2 out of 5 points) and way above the center of the scale (2.5 points). Specifically,
the participants attested the game a high entertainment value (M = 4.6, SD = 0.6 out of 5 points) and
they expressed the wish to play the game again (replay value: M = 4.3, SD = 0.9). Yet, the desire to use
this game in their very own home was much lower, but still above the center of the scale (M = 3, SD
= 1.6 out of 5 points).
As gaming frequency was identified as the factor that governs the intention to use this game in
the future, it was further examined if the absolute evaluations differ. The overall intention to use was
significantly higher for gamers (M = 4.2, SD = 1) than for non-gamers (M = 3.5, SD = 1.2) [F(1,62) = 7,
p = .010, η2=.102]. However, both, gamers and non-gamers attested the game a similarly high (M = 4.6,
SD = 0.6) entertainment value [F(1,62) = 0.3, n.s.]. Moreover, the desire to play the game again did not
differ significantly between the non- and gamers [F(1,62) = 3.4, n.s.].
According to the analyses, the participants are less inclined to use the game at their own home
(M = 3, SD = 1.6 / 5 points) and both GF-groups differ significantly [F(1,62) = 7.3, p = .009, η2 = .106].
Gamers express a higher desire to play this game at home (M = 3.6, SD = 1.3) than non-gamers (M =
2.5, SD = 1.8). Surprisingly, the standard deviation on this question is considerably higher in
comparison to the previous questions, which hints at different evaluations among the participants.
Figure 10 illustrates the findings.
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Figure 10. Overall evaluation of the serious exercise game by gamers and non-gamers.

4. Discussion
Smart homes and the embedded health-supporting technologies have an enormous potential to
bring forward and facilitate some crucial mechanisms with respect to the consequences of
demographic change. These so called eHealth technologies promise to deliver significant
improvements in access to care, quality of care, and to increase the efficiency and productivity of the
health sector [41, 42]. However, practical experience shows that the brilliance and novelty of existing
technical solutions does not guarantee the successful diffusion of these innovations. Long-term
success of smart health technologies depends on the sensitivity with which the users as well as their
specific requirements, needs, and wishes are considered during the development and
implementation process. In the following a résumé of the results of the both studies will be presented,
interpreted and discussed in terms of smart health. The subsequent section deals with the limitations
and future research.
4.1. Summary and Discussion of the Results
In this paper we introduced two different health-related applications, in which the broad
acceptance and the intention to use these systems were under study. Both, chronically ill as well as
healthy aged persons successfully interacted with the electronic health system implemented in a
prototypic living room. In addition, a gaming environment was simulated that was supposed in a
hedonic way to motivate the (older) inhabitants to keep active by physical exercise.
The current results show, that unlike previous trends in relation to the use of technological
innovations, (where scientific studies have demonstrably revealed that young, mostly male
individuals show significantly more technical interest, knowledge and skills) the greatest enthusiasm
and willingness to use technology in terms of medical assistance systems in domestic environment
emerges from the elderly and chronically ill people; regardless of gender. This finding originated
especially from individuals with chronic heart diseases who did not only interact with the ambient
system smoothly and in an intuitive way, but also showed a high motivation to use technology that
is directly accessible in their living room and individually tailored to their personal needs, at the same
time allowing to cope much easier with the disease. Their intention to use such ambient technology
is higher than in healthy and middle-aged persons, however, according to the high average
assessments of the perceived meaningfulness and fun, an overwhelming majority of the participants
acknowledged the eHealth system as an useful, enriching, and sensible facility.
According the findings on serious games in technology augmented habitats which were
examined through a strictly user-centered and participatory design methodology, it is advantageous
to integrate serious games in ambient technology systems. Although, it has also been shown that not
each person in old age displays the same fascination for gaming, technical aptitude and self-efficacy,
suggesting a great diversity of individual factors in this group. This diversity among the users has to
be considered for developing new and innovative healthcare solutions. Thus, the engineers need to
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be adequately trained to understand and consider the diversity in this regard. It could be learned
moreover that basically all investigated user factors affect the attained performance in the game,
however, age and the need for achievement were identified as the strongest predictors for the game
performance. This finding is in line with the prior research [43, 44]. Furthermore, from the users’
evaluation it was evident that the inclination towards gaming and the gaming frequency are the
strongest predictors for the intention to use the exercise game in the future. This finding seems
obvious at the first sight, but is more deceptive at the second sight. On the one hand, exercise games
are an excellent way to increase the fitness and overall health of the residents of technology
augmented home environments. They increase their individual mobility and independence, and can
contribute to the idea of successful aging. On the other hand, according to the presented results these
exercise games are much more likely to be used only by gamers. Therefore, non-gamers are at risk to
be excluded from this motivating, entertaining and preventive form of health-supporting
intervention. Hence, future research must address alternative forms of technology-mediated
exercising, for instance, by linking the generation of music or images with cognitive or physical
exercises. Corresponding to the users' diversity, the different inhabitants of the technology
augmented habitats have varying interests, therefore a multifaceted set of exercising applications
with different connecting points (e.g., games, music, paintings) should be offered. Finally, but
perhaps most importantly, the game affected the individual's perceived exertion levels, which
indicates that the players were actually involved in the game and aimed at achieving a decent score.
And even more importantly, playing the game had a strong positive effect on the perceived levels of
pain. The young participants started at a rather low level of pain, permitting only little space for a
further decrease. In contrast, the elderly reported a significant amount of initial pain that decreases
over the course of the game. Of course, we do not speculate that exercise games can substitute any
medical therapies, however, they might be a valuable addition. The theory of cognitive pain [45] is
further backed by the present data. As a consequence, the medical therapy of a resident of healthsupporting home environments may be accompanied by a game-based exercise intervention. This
form of entertaining distraction from the actual therapy then leads to a lower perceived pain, and an
increased overall well-being.
In summary, the participants of both studies were extremely informative for the understanding
of the ageing, the linked age-related ailments and the technology development. This can be outlined,
based on three cornerstones of the age-appropriate technology developments.
•
Holistic and interdisciplinary technology development
In contrast to the standard technology development as currently practiced, in which mostly
medical or technical facets are in the central focus, there is an urgent need to develop novel,
integrative models for the design of user-centered healthcare systems. New integrative concepts
of health monitoring systems within ambient living environments are needed, which are suited
to support the users individually (i.e., according to the users' profiles and needs), adaptively (i.e.,
in accordance with the age-related changes and/or depending on the course of disease), and
sensitively (i.e., corresponding to the living conditions under all circumstances).
•
Novel understanding of age and ageing
The technical development must be based on a sensitive concept of human needs that is
specifically tailored to the requirements of the most frequent user group, the seniors. This could
mean that the devices and technical systems then unveil their second sight: Smart health systems
not being only compensatory for the negative effects of ageing (i.e., the general fragility as well
as cognitive, physical, and structural deficiencies in older age) but rather completely vice versa.
The support of the positive aspects of the ageing like life-experience, domain knowledge, skills
and expertise, wisdom, and fun in the old age should be deeply anchored as benchmarks in a
sustainable technology development [46]. As such, technology development then has the
responsibility to empower elderly people as active parts of society.
•

Integrating the users as experts in the whole process
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The most important modification in the traditional technology development approaches in the
field of medical engineering is to include the users actively in the whole process, for which the
technology is designed. A coherent, user-centered design of health-supporting devices
integrated in home environments will result in ambient technology, which is not only functional
in an engineering way of thinking, but also addresses the users' fundamental needs in terms of
unobtrusiveness (non-stigmatizing design), ease of use, perceived usefulness, and the overall
usability. Especially in case of Ambient Assisted Living and smart health systems this is a vital
precondition. For the majority of us, the own home is the most intimate and confiding place, and
technology that is integrated into this sensitive piece of identity must unconditionally adapt to
the lifestyle and requirements of its inhabitant(s). It is all the more understandable that the
involvement of end users, their perspectives, wishes and needs into every step of the
development process plays a great role for a successful market launch.
4.2. Limitations and Future Research
The presented studies consider how smart health technology is perceived and how it is intended
to be used by residents of technology enhanced habitats. Obviously, this view in the future is tainted
with uncertainty. On the one side, the development of technology may follow different and currently
unimagined paths. On the other side, future elderly may have different perceptions of technology in
general and computer games in particular. It is evident that technology expertise is formed by
individual upbringing and by the technology types that dominate in each generation. It follows that
technology experience might differ between the generations [47] and there is a need to examine in
how far different generations might get familiar with using such complex systems, adopting them as
a natural part of their lives.
Another interesting line of research is to concentrate on gender effects. One reason is that women
still have a higher life expectancy and live longer than their husbands or partners. Thus, in the next
decades we can expect a superior number of women as senior users [48]. Besides, although slightly
in contrast with the present study I, there is a strong empirical evidence that women show a lower
interest in technology and a higher level of anxiety in the handling of novel and unknown technology.
This goes hand in hand with a lower self-efficacy when using digital devices which makes women
much more careful and reluctant in the interaction with technology [49]. From this point of view,
smart health technologies might be a serious hurdle for this user group. However, regarding the use
of social media women show a higher emotional involvement and social engagement in digital
communication in comparison to men [50]; there is also a high social motivation to be friend with
and stay in contact with family members or peers [51, 52]. Thus, the higher involvement of women
in the use of social media could be a powerful motivational anchoring or trigger point to attract them
for the use of smart health applications at home.
A final point refers to the quality of the used prototype environment. Of course, the AAL
environment that was created for experimental purposes was decisive for users to understand the
impact and the visual appearance of smart health systems at home. In contrast to the normal user
testing, in which devices are examined in isolation, it is mandatory that technology is examined in a
realistic environment otherwise it is difficult for users to make fair evaluations [53]. Still, the used
prototype had not the quality and maturity of the devices on the market. For example, the current
version did not provide feedback on the accuracy of the gesture execution in the gaming scenario. As
the temporal and spatial resolution of the motion sensors gets increasingly better, this offers excellent
possibility to provide fine-grained feedback on the gestures’ accuracy, which can be also embedded
into the game (e.g., rewarding for precisely performed gestures).
5. Conclusions
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Concluding, the presented studies have shown that smart health technologies in Ambient
Assisted Living environments are an effective and entertaining method to monitor health parameters,
maintain and/or improve the physical mobility, and increase the overall well-being of individuals in
their living spaces. The presented findings provide evidence for a motivated attitude towards, and a
high intention to use such technology solutions in their homes, especially in elderly and chronically
diseased persons.
In the long term, health-supporting technology in domestic environments is meant to relieve the
overstrained healthcare system and lighten the public budgets by decreasing the costs for inpatient
treatments, long-term hospitalization and expenses for toilsome convalescence and rehabilitation.
As a final note, according to the resulting fun and high perceived meaningfulness, the
combination of the entertaining games and the serious background gives a reason to conclude that
Maria, who is autonomously monitoring her health parameters, might not only be able to enjoy her
independent and characterized by self-determination and dignity life for longer, but also to improve
her social network through the game-based interactions with her grandchildren.
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